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Introduction

offspace | galerie panoptikum. is a young aus-
trian art photography gallery that has set itself 
the task to deal, explore or even redefine the 
concept of ‚beauty“. 

We are working with artists who have their 
own aesthetic access to art photography. The 
approach as well as the artist‘s image langua-
ge are very important to us. Our focus is on 
the materiality, the technique and the authen-
tic interpretation of image content - without 
thinking in categories. We are working either 
with unique or very low editions.

Website:

www.galeriepanoptikum.at

In our changed worldview the understanding 
of art to human is changing as well - or was it 
the other way round!?

The concept of beauty

Plato‘s beauty was to be found as a meta-
physical principle, as a factor of the universal 
order. With Descartes and the basis of the 
subject as a starting point of all knowledge, 
forfeit the original claim of beauty to exist re-
gardless of the viewer. Also Hume‘s definiti-
on, the beauty lies in the eye of the beholder, 
made it difficult for the beauty, to develop in 
form and content autonomously. The beauty 
lost as an essential feature of art ground. We 
are working on the vision to emphasize this 
beauty in the contemporary art photography, 
in whatever form. This - someone would say - 
insane attempt can only fail, right!?

offspace | galerie panoptikum. 
Patricia & Edin Mustafic
Ruderstallgassen 4
A-5133 Gilgenberg a.W. (AUT)

Tel: +43 (0)660 17 97 599
eMail: kontakt@galeriepanoptikum.at
Web: http://www.galeriepanoptikum.at



Artist Statement:

My works are in general (auto) reflexive. 
I‘m interested in the common ground of our 
world. Opinions, emotions, situations, ideas 
and things, which we are all connected and 
familiar to. I‘m trying to catch not the loud and 
screaming situations in our world - rather I try 
to find the silent and calm moments, which 
seem to exist detached from space and time 
- or not? I‘m especially focussing on my own 
(personal) aesthetic style. I‘m preferably wor-
king in my photography studio where I have 
got the possibility to extract my motifs from 
their social and cultural environment. 

I‘m not dealing with daily topics and I don‘t want 
to see my artwork as a collective aggressive yelp 
of society. Nevertheless, lots of my works are 
relevant to the whole. My artworks are charac-
terized by a reduced and minimalistic style. All 
works are concept-based. It is my strong curiosi-
ty that drives me forward. 

Website:

www.edinmustafic.com

Bio

25.08.1975. Birth, Salzburg (AUT). 2017-2027 
Art Project: offSpace | galerie panoptikum. 
2027 -> Free Edin

Exhibitions (Abstract)

26.02.-01.03.2020
ARTMADRID (15th) Contemporary Art Fair 
offSpace | galerie panoptikum. 
Palacio de Cibeles, Madrid (ES)

26.02.-03.03.2019
JUSTMAD (X Edition) Emerging Art Fair 
offSpace | galerie panoptikum. 
Palacio Neptuno, Madrid (ES)

07.12.-28.12..2018
panoptikum. SHOWCASE 2018
offSpace | galerie panoptikum. 
Salzburg (AUT)

11.10.-15.10.2017 
photo::vienna 2017 (4th edition)
MAK - Austrian Museum for Applied/Contem-
porary Art, Stubenring 5, 1010 Vienna (AUT)

18.-21.05.2017
MAF 2017 - Metropolitain Art Fair (5th edition) 
Gardenpalais Schoenborn, Vienna (AUT)

2015 + 2016
Achtzig gallery for contemporary Art
Hagenauerstr. 7, 10435 Berlin (BRD) 

Title: Anatomy of an emotional Assault | Year: 
2015 | Print : 30x30 cm | Ink: Epson Ultra Chrome 
K3 Pigment Ink | Paper: Hahnemühle Fine Art Ul-
trasmooth, 305 g/m²| Framing: Museum framing 
black, 32x32 cm Strength: 20 mm, cardboard, 
acidfree | Glass: Clarity 60% / museums glass | 
Series: 20 Singles | Edition: 1 (+1 AE) | Price/Se-
ries (20): € 16.000,00

Edin Mustafic
Salzburg (AUT), 1975
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